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WHY THE TREND TO CONVERTERS?

More and more, vacationers are seeking the solitude and charm of unimproved wilderness campsites ... and, at the same time, DEMANDING MODERN CONVENIENCES in their recreational vehicles!

Where does the electricity come from to operate these conveniences?

In a modernized park, where 115 volt AC power is available, 12 volt appliances such as lights, water pumps and fans may be operated directly from the power converter and conserve battery power by switching the battery/transformer switch on the converter to "transformer" position.

In the wilderness, where 115 volt AC is not available, the battery/transformer switch on the converter should be moved to "Battery" position and all 12 volt accessories will now operate from your battery.

Must a recreational vehicle and all it's appliances be wired for both 115 volt AC and 12 volt DC to be truly self-contained?

The answer is "NO".

The solution is 12 volt DC wiring throughout the R.V., and a PROGRESSIVE DYNAMICS POWER CONVERTER that allows maximum use of either power source at the R.V. electrical inlet.

A Progressive Dynamics POWER CONVERTER provides a dual electrical system without the cost and inconvenience of dual wiring.
Dependable Dual Electrical Systems

NEW! Combination Power Converter and 115V A.C. Load Center

Designed for Small Campers from Progressive Dynamics

Features:

- Designed to be flush mounted in closet wall or cupboard to save space.
- Easy to install.
- 12 Volt output fuse or circuit breaker provided to protect against overload.
- The battery-transformer switch allows the R.V. electrical system to operate from the converter or car battery. The center “off” position removes all power when towing.
- 115 Volt convenience outlet provided.
- 15 Amp, 115 Vac circuit breakers provided to prevent overload of 115 Volt appliances operated through unit.
- U.L. Listed — C.S.A. Approved.
- Provides convenient location for all camper fuses and circuit breakers.

This new power converter is easily installed flush into tent camper closet wall or cupboard to save space. Because it converts 115 VAC power to 12 Volt direct current it eliminates the need to connect to car battery to operate 12 Volt lights, water pumps, etc. and makes it possible for campers to utilize 115 VAC power when available, thus avoiding excessive drain on the car battery. A 115 VAC convenience outlet on the converter permits 115 Volt appliances to be connected to the converter eliminating the need for a separate 115 Volt A.C. outlet. The unit is equipped with 15 Amp. – 115 Volt circuit breakers and 12 Volt fuse or circuit breaker to prevent overload damage.
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